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Trial of their suit; and loud
The backers cried for either side
But heralds stayed the crowd.
On smooth stones in a holy ring
The elders sat, and in their hands
Heralds of the lusty voice
Had set the sacred wands ^
Wherewith stood they forth in turn
Each to say his say
And sooth it is that in the midst
Two golden talents lay
To give to him among them all
Who should judge of it most right.
It is of the life of these chiefs and leaders that the Homeric
poems for the most part tell. Occasionally we get a glimpse of
the life of the lesser folk. The Odyssey > in particular, relates
many incidents which throw a light on their condition. It tells
of beggars who haunt the courts of the rich, of a Phoenician
slave-woman who was beguiled by the trinkets of a Levantine
pedlar into eloping on his ship, of men kidnapped from their
homes and sold into bondage. Of one slave, the faithful swine-
herd of Odysseus, we have a delightful account, showing the
friendliest relations between servant and master. Yet the picture
is by no means too rosy. These men knew the hardships and
hazards of life, the bitter nip of the night frost and the high-
handed treatment of a haughty chief.
The style and habits of the chiefs recall our otvn medieval
barons. Their life was a full and pleasant one. They were
great eaters, feasting liberally on beef and pork, while slaves
carved and handed round the bread in baskets. Their wine was
a rich syrup which they mixed in a bowl with water before it was
ladled out to the diners. Minstrels were frequently in attendance.
At the feast in Alcinous' house, when the meal was over, a
minstrel struck up with his harp and sang of the great deeds

